Miracle

Benefits for using the
Stainless Steel Cover Track
solution for sliding door track repairs.
The new 22, 28 and 31 range of the Miracle Stainless Steel Cover
Tracks are the worlds most advanced method for fixing damaged
sliding door tracks. The Miracle track system offers a permanent
lifetime solution for the lowest cost.

What are the benefits?
#1. Pick a perfect match for a perfect roll.
The top radius has been designed to match
different roller sizes. The 2.2mm radius and
the 2.9mm radius are both available in
different height tracks. Track width between
legs range from 3mm, 5.8mm and 6.8mm.

#2. Easy to fit and a permanent solution.
Simply measure the length required and cut using a
hacksaw with a fine blade. Test fit over damaged
track before fixing permanently.
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#3. No track damage is too bad for a Miracle
Cover Track to fix.
No matter how damaged your track is the Miracle
Stainless Steel Cover Track once fitted will make
your door run like new.

#4. No screws are required to fit a Miracle Cover
Track and no worry about galvanic corrosion
problems.
Miracle Cover Tracks are fixed with a polyester resin
filler which fill all damaged areas and a film of resin
keeps the two different metals apart to assure there
can be no galvanic corrosion. The end result is a sleek
and clean looking track ready to serve a lifetime. It
takes less time to fit than trying to drill and screw.

#5. Clean up is very quick and simple.
Once resin filler has gel set, use a flat screwdriver
blade to run along both sides to clean out excess filler
product. This is a quick and clean process. Use a
vacuum to suck out loose material and job is done.
The cover track will look like it was there all along.
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